, and the locus of shape integration has any time. We used fMRI to examine the contribution of been heavily debated [4, 5] . Thanks to recent functional early and later visual cortical areas to dynamic shape imaging studies of object and motion areas in visual integration. Observers' success at integrating the shape cortex, we may be able to better define the neural subof the slit-viewed object was manipulated by varying the strates of "postretinal" integration and constrain theodegree to which the stimulus was dynamically distorted.
Introduction to the dynamic shape integration task by manipulating the integration process. Successful integration of the As mobile perceivers in a three-dimensional world, peoaperture-viewed stimulus provides a shape and motion ple often encounter instances in which a moving object percept, while unsuccessful integration should provide is mostly occluded by another, for example, a person no shape percept and limited motion percept. To manipmoving behind a slightly open door. Observers can reulate integration, we designed a stimulus that underwent cover the shape of such a moving object with little troua dynamic distortion as it passed behind the slit (see Figure 1 ). We used three levels of distortion in the study: undistorted, moderately distorted, and strongly dis-Within the same scanning session, we used one independent functional localizer to determine areas of the cortex responsible for motion perception and another to map early retinotopic areas of visual cortex. The fully visible condition was used to localize areas of the cortex involved in object perception.
Our results showed that cortical activity in both object and motion areas was greatest when the slit-viewed stimulus was undistorted and lowest when the stimulus was strongly distorted. In early visual areas, however, cortical activity was equivalent, suggesting that dy- distorted condition, and activity in the moderately distorted condition was in between those two. The analysis also showed that there was stronger activity in the left torted. Each view of the object in motion was distorted hemisphere than the right (F[1,7] ϭ 6.17, MSe ϭ 1.07, by shifting the pixels into a "V". This distortion is similar p Ͻ 0.042). This likely reflects the lateralized stimulus to one that might be perceived if a movie were projected presentation. There was no interaction between condion a screen that was folded in the center. This effectively tion and hemisphere. A linear trend analysis upon the introduces high spatial frequency noise into the stimucombined object area activity in both hemispheres lus. Because the distortion allowed a one to one correshowed a significant decrease in activity as the distorspondence between each pixel of the undistorted and tion increased (F ϭ 6.51, MSe ϭ 0.61, p Ͻ .01). distorted stimuli, it maintained all vertical displacements and orientation changes of the line segments [10] within the slit. In addition to these three slit-viewed conditions,
Motion Area
There are three main results of note (see Figure 4) . First, we also included a control condition in which a fully visible shape moved in front of the occluders (see Figa planned pairwise comparison found that activity in the strongly distorted condition was less than in the ure 2).
We used these four conditions to test the hypothesis undistorted condition, but this occurred in the left hemisphere only (t ϭ 3.14, p Ͻ 0.05). The moderately distorted that cortical areas involved in object shape and motion perception would be less active when integration is imcondition elicited an intermediate response, but a linear trend analysis found no significant trend in either the paired. We predicted that activity in these areas would be stronger in the undistorted condition than the strongly left hemisphere (F ϭ 2.74, MSe ϭ 0.65, p Ͼ 0.5) or the right (F Ͻ 1). Second, in the left hemisphere, cortical distorted condition because the distortion would impair both object and motion perception.
response to the undistorted slit-viewed stimulus was In the left hemisphere, the motion signals in all slit conditions are stronger, and there is no difference in signal change between the fully visible and undistorted slit-viewed conditions. In the right hemisphere, the motion signal from the fully visible moving object is stronger than the slit-viewed objects, and the slit-viewed objects did not elicit different cortical activity.
higher areas does not reflect differences produced by low-level features.
Behavior
Because complex responses are difficult to gather during fMRI, subjects did not perform an object-naming task in the scanner. A separate post-hoc psychophysics experiment conducted outside the scanner, but under The lateralization of MTϩ activity is also likely due to lateralized stimulus presentation, which we will further discuss below. Figure 5 shows that there were no significant differences topic cortex. This suggests that the activity seen in rect in the moderate and 21% in the severe distortion showing the greatest activity when integration was possible and the least activity when integration was disconditions). Subjects also rated the strength of perception of both global (horizontal) and local (vertical) motion rupted. In early retinotopic areas, activity did not differ for the three slit-viewed conditions, which suggests that using a 5-point scale. Average ratings of global motion strength decreased reliably as distortion increased (from the activity of higher visual areas reflects computations beyond early encodings of the physical characteristics 4.8 in the undistorted condition to 3.3 in the moderate and 1.5 in the severe distortion conditions), while averof the stimulus. The LOC has been shown to be sensitive to object age ratings of local motion increased with distortion (from 1.8 in the undistorted condition to 3.3 in the modershape in numerous prior studies [6] [7] [8] . Its activity here is likely to represent the output of the computation that ate and 4.7 in the severe distortion conditions).
Early Visual Areas
integrates shape from dynamic displays, though the LOC could also play an integral role in the computation Discussion itself. The activity in the LOC was lower for slit-viewed than for fully visible objects. This may reflect a weaker By modulating the distortion in the stimulus, we have shown that dynamic contour integration relies upon both representation of object shape when information must be integrated over time that was not reflected in subobject and motion areas but does not preferentially involve early retinotopic areas. The observed changes jects' near-ceiling behavioral performance. It is possible that a more sensitive behavioral test would confirm subin neural activity likely reflected the changing global percept and not the physical stimulus as encoded by jective reports that undistorted slit-viewed stimuli produce weaker perception of shape than do fully visible early visual cortex.
stimuli.
Several different explanations exist for the pattern Distortion Modulation in Slit-Viewing Conditions
The overall pattern of cortical activity in MTϩ and LOC of activity observed in MTϩ. One possibility is that it reflected subjects' ability to perceive global motion. Alis similar for the three slit conditions, with both areas though stimulus motion was present in all the slit-view els still showed greater activity to the fully visible stimulus. The most likely explanation for this finding is that conditions, coherent global motion was disrupted by the distortion. While most neurons in V1 and some in shape information in the slit-viewed condition was not fully recovered. The shape may have been slightly MT respond only to the local components of motion, a large number of neurons in MT have been found that weaker or degraded, and it is known that slit-viewed objects are perceived as compressed along the direcrepresent global motion [11, 12] . Such neurons would likely show less signal when global motion signals are tion of motion [3] . obscured by our "V" distortion, producing the pattern of results observed here. However, it is also known that Lateralization neurons in MT participate actively in the computation
The lateralization of MTϩ activity to the left hemisphere of structure from motion [13] . This raises the possibility for the slit-viewed stimuli is most likely because the that the increases in activity we observed in MTϩ restimuli were presented to the right visual field. Cortical flected the computation of object structure in the slitcells in MT are known to be lateralized, but their reviewing paradigm. The current data cannot determine ceptive fields do extend a little bit beyond the vertical whether the additional activity in MT in the undistorted meridian. Cells in MST are known to be more strongly slit and fully visible conditions was due to global motion bilateral from both physiological and fMRI studies [14] . recovery, shape recovery, or both. Finally, it remains a It is highly likely that our ROIs included most of MT, possibility that activity in area MT decreased simply which would account for the greater activity in the left due to the loss of low spatial frequency information hemisphere, but also some of area MST, which would produced by the distortion process. This seems unlikely, account for the presence of bilateral activity. The greater however, since activity trends downward even for the activity for the left hemisphere LOC than for the right moderate distortion, which did not greatly attenuate low hemisphere LOC also most likely reflects some amount spatial frequencies in the stimulus.
of lateralization of receptive fields.
Conclusions Shape and Motion Recovery in Slit Viewing
The slit-viewing task poses an interesting challenge to Area MTϩ showed only a small, nonreliable difference current conceptualizations of how information is intebetween the fully visible and nondistorted slit-view congrated between the dorsal and ventral information proditions, while the LOC showed a larger, reliable differcessing streams in the cortex [15] . Both motion and ence. This pattern of results suggests that the global shape information need to be recovered from fragmotion was more strongly represented than the object mented stimuli, and our study has provided evidence shape in the undistorted slit-view condition. Indeed, if that MTϩ and LOC play important roles in this computathe strength of area MTϩ activation is taken as a meation. The possible role of MTϩ in computing structure sure of motion representation, the undistorted slit-view from motion might suggest a serial model in which its condition produced a representation that was almost output is transmitted to the LOC for shape recognition. as strong as that produced by the fully visible motion.
However, we warn against a strict hierarchical explanaThis difference between regions must be interpreted tion of how these two types of information are intewith great caution, however. First, as noted above, some grated, particularly given recent findings of interactions of the activity in MTϩ during the slit-view conditions between form and motion in the cortex. One recent remay be attributable to computation of object structure. port found that the loci of form and motion areas may In addition, it is possible that, because MT overreprelie adjacent to each other along both the ventral and sents the foveal area, the slit stimulus within the fovea dorsal pathways [16] , while another found that MTϩ activates most of the MT cells that are also activated in may show some sensitivity to object form [17] . How the fully visible condition. Both of these factors could extrastriate areas coordinate their activities in dynamic mask a difference in the strength of motion representashape integration remains a question for future study. tion between the slit-view and fully visible condition.
In contrast, activity in the object areas more definitely analysis. The analyses we have been using throughout these studies localized voxels in the object areas if they reflects bilateral V2. There were no differences in the patterns of activations in early visual cortex between hemispheres.) ROIs were For each scan, the stimuli were randomly selected from our stimulus pool, without replacement. defined as voxels in these retinotopic regions that were above threshold in the moderate-distortion difference map (Figures 6C and Procedure Observers fixated upon the white disk during the task. In order to 6D). Because activity in these regions was low during slit viewing, a relatively low threshold of T ϭ 2.0 was used, but, again, the pattern control for attentional effort across stimulus conditions, observers also engaged in a behavioral task. Observers were asked to report of results did not depend upon this choice. Slit-Viewing Conditions via a key press whether a red dot in the stimulus appeared above or below the fixation point. The red dot subtended 0.12Њ of visual Within each ROI, we fit a sinusoid to the average cycle for each condition and each subject. The amplitudes of these sinusoids corangle and moved along with the stimulus, appearing for 120 ms through the slit.
responded to the cortical activity of each condition and were compared with an analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
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